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The Geocaching Association of Great Britain is the

leading UK Geocaching body, recognised by and acting

on behalf of geocachers. The Association was

established in 2003 to provide a national organisation

that represented geocaching, and to serve as a UK

point of contact for geocachers, landowners, the

media and others with an interest in geocaching. Find

us online at www.gagb.org.uk.

Contributions to Seeker are welcome; please contact

editor@gagb.org.uk. The Association is unable, at the

present time, to pay for submissions. Copyright in all such

contributions will revert to the author on publication of

the subsequent issue. Pictures are published on a single-

use, non-exclusive UK editorial rights basis, under which

copyright remains with the photographer. For individual

articles, the author is also the photographer unless

otherwise stated. 
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This is the last issue of Seeker from the

current committee and contains our Annual

Report explaining what we have achieved this

past year, as well as information on our

upcoming elections. It’s important that our

members get involved in the elections -

whether to vote, nominate or stand for the

role of one of the eight committee member

posts. If you have something to say or do,

please get involved! If you don’t want to stand

for election but still want to get involved in

helping geocachers, why not become one of

our GAGB Friends?

This week we have launched our new website,

it has lots of new features and pages to help

experienced and new geocachers.  It is also

now fully usable by mobiles.  Visit

gagb.org.uk to check it out.

This year we held a story competition and we

announced the winners in August.  I hope

you all enjoy reading the top four placed

winning stories.

Sadly this will be my last year as GAGB Chair,

I will not stand in this year’s Chair elections

it is time for someone new to take on the

role. This year the committee worked very

well together, everyone contributing and

working as a team, and I’d like to call out our

newbies Jenn and Matt for their amazing

work. They both took on major roles right

away. In fact I would like to thank all the

committee.

We have achieved a lot this past year in these

very difficult and strange times. Stay safe

everyone and happy caching.

Sharon Reid
sharant
Chair

GAGB Chair

Matt Faulkner Collins

Sharon Reid (sharant)

https://www.gagb.org.uk/friends.php
https://www.gagb.org.uk/
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Since 2013, the GAGB has promoted either a CITO

Weekend or a CITO Week every September.

Unfortunately, due to the current situation and

restrictions, last month's CITO Week did not take

place. Instead, we took a trip down memory lane, and

looked back on the different types of GAGB CITOs

that have been held over the years. If you've missed

the posts on social media, you can view them on our

website.

The London Calling event listing was published in

late August, and officially went Mega (following its

300th Will Attend log) in September. The Mega is set

to take place on August 28th 2021 in Central Hall,

Westminster. You can log your Will Attend, and find

out more, here.

NEWS ROUND-UP
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London Calling  Published

GAGB CITO Memory Lane

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT...

The new GAGB website is now live! It features an

updated look and a range of new pages and

resources. Plus, it is fully optimised for mobile

devices (for the first time ever). Visit gagb.org.uk to

check it out, and feel free to let us know what you

think! 

New GAGB Website

https://www.gagb.org.uk/newsitem.php?id=181
https://coord.info/GC8JAYF
https://www.gagb.org.uk/
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Geocaching Story Competition
The Winners

Following two popular competitions in 2018

(our photo competition) and 2019 (our

trackable race), the committee were tasked

with devising an equally engaging

competition for 2020. A story competition was

chosen, and members had four months to

write and submit a geocaching story.

Lots of stories were received, anonymised

and then passed on to the majority of the

GAGB committee for judging in August 2020.

Every story was carefully read, and the

committee were pleased with the high

standard of entries. As such, the scores were

very close.

We are pleased to announce the winners:

Congratulations to all of the winners, who win

GAGB store credit (£30, £20 and £10 each

respectively).

We would like to thank everyone who entered

the competition. As alluded to already, we

thoroughly enjoyed reading every single story.

Due to space constraints, we have only

included some of these fantastic submissions

in this issue (chosen at random). The rest will

appear in future issues of Seeker. Their titles

and authors are listed on page 35.

We hope that you enjoy reading all of the

stories.



It was just a normal Saturday and I was going

out geocaching.

About thirty to forty miles away from home

there were three circular cache series. There

was a bonus cache for each series and you

needed to collect information from some of

the caches to work out the co-ordinates for

each bonus. The bonuses from the three

series then gave you more information to

find a 'super bonus'. I had done two of these

series and this Saturday was the day to do the

final series and then get that super bonus. It

looked like being an exciting day.

The caches were loaded onto my GPS using a

pocket query, the car was packed - lunch,

walking boots, caching pole etc., plus the dog

and off I went.

I parked at the recommended parking and

the dog and I set off on a lovely walk with

some interesting and different cache

containers and some varied hides. There was

one cache that I didn't find because an

electric fence had been erected and I wasn't

prepared to negotiate that on my own.

Because of this, I had one number missing

for the bonus. But I thought I still had a good

chance of finding it. The field note that I'd

entered onto my GPS for the last traditional

cache of the series, which turned out to be

my last find of the day, of the series and of

the year, simply said 'COWS'.

I walked through a field on a public footpath

The dog was on the lead and close by when

suddenly I saw cows running towards me. The

next minute they had knocked me to the

ground, trampled on me and left me battered

and bruised with life- threatening injuries.

Despite having broken both arms, I managed

to get my phone out of my coat pocket and I

attempted to call 999. I had lost my glasses

and I struggled to see the phone, let alone the

numbers. 

I had a few attempts at dialling and eventually

decided that I couldn't get through, so I

started to shout for help. The next minute,
5

A cow greeting exactly 6 years on

My run-in with cows
By Sarah Leonard (snoopyisboss)



by my family and the police the following day.

I didn't see my faithful caching partner again

until nearly three weeks later, when my

friends who were looking after her, came to

visit me in the hospital and brought her with

them.

I don't remember those first few days and I

am very thankful for that; I was sedated and

was in and out of consciousness and didn't

really 'wake up' until four days later.

News of my plight spread through various

caching communities. Cards and messages

started to flood in and soon there was

nowhere to put them all. I received nearly one

hundred cards and many of these were from

geocachers. Some came from geocachers I

didn't know and even from cachers abroad.

Once I was moved out of intensive care, I was

able to have visitors other than family.

Somehow my family, friends and caching

friends managed to co-ordinate it all so

despite being in a hospital about forty five

miles from home, I had visitors every day.

the operator was on the phone asking what I

wanted help with. I told her I'd fallen over and

couldn't get up. I then must have gradually

realised what had really happened.

My confused message to the operator made

her think that I was making a hoax call but

she soon realised that I was serious – I really

had been trampled by cows!

I couldn't remember exactly where I was so

she spent some time talking me through my

journey that morning. Eventually, with the

help and knowledge of the local police, they

worked out where I was and after fifty

minutes on the phone, I was rescued. I was

taken to hospital where I was treated for my

injuries and I then had several operations

over a few days to fix my broken jaw and

other broken bones. I was put on a ventilator

on the intensive care unit where I stayed for

two and a half weeks.

I presume the dog ran off and went into

hiding when the cows attacked. She was

missing for twenty-four hours and was found
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Caption TBC

and over time, regained strength and

confidence. A couple of my close caching

friends organised a geocaching event in my

honour - 'A MOOoooovingReturn'.

I was officially back! There was  a great

turnout and it was so nice to see so many

friends.

Over time I was able to drive, go back to work

and get out caching again, though I didn't do

much on my own and still don’t, and I'm now

pretty scared of cows! To get to this point I

received physiotherapy, occupational therapy,

hydrotherapy and geocaching therapy! All of

these were instrumental in my recovery but

the help, care and support given to me by the

geocaching community was invaluable and

absolutely amazing.

I was discharged from hospital after five

weeks but there were lots of things I couldn't

do and I couldn't look after myself so I wasn't

able to go back to my own home. It was rather

frustrating not even being able to lift the

kettle to make a drink. So I stayed with

friends where I continued to have regular

visitors.

After fifty-nine days with no geocache finds, I

was taken out by one of my close caching

friends and we found four caches... hooray, I

was back!

I continued to have a slow but steady recovery

and I eventually moved back home where

I was reunited with my ever-faithful, friendly

dog. I was taken out on regular caching trips

7
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The final whistle echoed around the stadium

which consequently was met by sea of

monotonous groans. They’ve lost again. With

my head hung low, I clutched onto my Dad’s

hand and started to push my way through the

bustling, bleak crowd. My scarf trailed along

the grubby floor with my red and white flag

trudged behind me respectively . No clapping,

no cheers, no nothing. Hesitantly, I looked up

to my Dad who gave me a short sympathetic

smile before he focused on the route ahead. I

couldn’t see anything; In Fact I was so small

that everyone around me looked like towering

giants and I was the small ant on the ground

waiting to be trampled on. As I left the

stadium, the smell of smoke appeared and

many profanities filled my small ears.

Everyone seemed to be extremely angry and

the atmosphere was full of hatred and

anguish.  “There’s always next time eh?” my

Dad whispered to me hopefully.  

When the crowd started to go their separate

ways, my dad rolled my gashed football out in

front of me. Because the ball was too big for

me, it bashed against my shins as I ran. I kept

my eye on the ball like a hawk, making sure

that there was no chance the ball could

escape from my feet. When I had the ball at

my feet, nothing else mattered. I was fixated.

The longer the walk went on, the brighter the

streetlights became. One by one they

flickered on and off as a blanket of darkness

engulfed the gloomy sky. Right behind me,

my dad nattered on to me about the events

that had just occurred

in the stadium until the streetlights had

guided us to the secluded park. I scanned

around the familiar sight of the park. Without

fail, I came here everyday with my dad. It was

just another normal day. Well, so I thought

anyway.

“You ready?” my dad asked as he fired

another shot at me. Eagerly, I nodded back at

him. As the shot left his foot, it flew way over

my head and landed in some

gnarled,overgrown trees and bushes. I sighed

and jogged over to the bushes in an attempt

to find my ball. To this day, I never found the

ball but what I did find was something even

greater.  

With my hand stuck in the bush, I rustled my

hand around and tried to have a look but the

abundance of massive leaves blocked my

view. I felt something which I thought felt

similar to my ball however, when I pulled it

out it was anything but. To my younger self, it

looked like buried treasure and my eyes lit

up. The word “Geocache”, which at the time I

couldn’t actually read, was proudly displayed

on the container. All of a sudden, I’d forgotten

about my ball and only felt curiosity towards

this strange looking piece of plastic. Excitedly,

I called my dad over who then took the

container out of my hands and inspected it.

My dad reached for his phone out of his

pocket and googled what this “new” word

meant.”It’s a bit like buried treasure,” my dad

explained “Except this buried treasure needs

to be put back and shared”.

The Life Changing Accident
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By Alyssa Rowell  (Hellokitty090105)
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memorabilia of this first (hopefully of many)

cache. We both signed the logbook and put

the cache back exactly where it was before.

Hand in hand, I walked home with my dad

and forgot about everything that had

happened in the stadium that day and my lost

ball but instead could only focus on the sheer

joy and excitement of accidently finding the

geocache. Little did I know that this was where

my passion for geocaching would start and it

still hasn’t ended.

My dad then continued to open the geocache.

It really was treasure. The mysterious

container was filled with trinkets and a

logbook to sign. I’d never seen anything like

it. After some further research, we found out

there were even more containers just like

this. I was baffled that there were even more

things like this hiding and we didn’t even

know about them. I swapped an old keychain

off my dad’s car keys for a colourful rubber

band bracelet and I was glad to have some

the cache back exactly where it was before.

Email all articles: 
editor@gagb.org.uk

SEEKER
Write an article for

It was in the bushes... Signing the logbook
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It was back in August 2006, just a few months

after we had started geocaching, when we

found ourselves in Devon and enjoying our

new hobby. At the time we were a family of

five – mum, dad and three kids and on this

occasion enjoying a walk around the National

Trust’s Parke Estate near Bovey Tracey,

seeking out a few caches. One in particular

still sticks in everyone’s memory.

We had followed the arrow towards a cache

called ‘A Walk in the Parke’ (GCW1A1) and

the clue indicated we needed to find a bridge.

That was no problem as we soon found the

stream and just followed it to the bridge. Part

2 of the clue said it was ‘where you think it is’.

It was. We could see it hanging from the

middle of the bridge but how are we to get to

it.

We decided to retire gracefully, for now, find

another cache nearby and stop for lunch. As

we ate, we shared various theories as to how

we were going to conquer this cache.

Eventually we determined on a plan. Dad was

going to have to brave the stones and cold

water and wade into the stream again but this

time with his daughter on his back, piggyback

style.

It was back to bridge, socks and shoes off,

into the water and the daughter (she being

the lightest of the three kids) climbed onto

her dads back. They waded to the bridge and

the daughter reached up but couldn’t quite

get hold of it to get the log out. So, it was back

to the bank and another think. This time dad

was back in the water with his daughter on

his shoulders. Success. The log was extracted

from the container and passed to the others

on the bridge who signed the log and passed

it back. By now dads’ sore feet had gone

numb so was encouraging the, by now heavy

weight on his shoulders, to put the log back

and lid on the container so we could get back

to the bank. Simple you think, no. The

daughter dropped the lid into the stream and

away it floated.

It was now a chase along the bank keeping an

eye on the lid which seemed determined not

to come near the bank. A few yards along

from the bridge the lid slowed as it got caught

in some weed which was the cue for dad to

get back in the water and fetch it. Luckily it

remained there just long enough to retrieve

it.

It was now back to the bridge with dad back in

the water with his daughter on his shoulders

and across to the bridge. Carefully the lid was

replaced on the cache and the pair returned

to the bank. Mission accomplished.

The bridge. Photo by CANTOR CLAN.

A Walk in the Parke
By Phil Maylon (Baskerville Bogtrotters)
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As with most stories it is best to start at the

beginning. I suppose this story starts when

my wife and I first decided to get a dog. My

wife had grown up with dogs, but I had never

had one. It meant sacrificing our regular

holidays abroad, making sure we could have

lunch times at home so that he wasn’t left all

day and generally putting him first when we

decided to have days out. None of this was a

problem and we soon discovered that taking

holidays in this country was wonderful. From

Scotland to the Isle of Wight, Norfolk to

Wales we found great places to stay and great

walks, both countryside and beach, to take

our four legged friend on.

One day our little guy became ill, bumping

into things, struggling to walk and generally

lethargic. We took him to the vets but they

were not sure what it was and recommended

the Animal Health Trust at Newmarket. On

his arrival there they diagnosed an

inflammation of the membrane around his

brain, they called it GME, it has been caused

by a reaction to his booster injection and his

immune system was now attacking him. He

was extremely poorly, but they discovered that

a drug normally used in chemotherapy was

the answer although he would need it on a

regular basis for the rest of his life.

Life returned to normal, except for the

regular trips to the vets and the little changes

we noticed in him. He still loved his walks and

so did we, and then we discovered

Geocaching! Now we found many new places,

out of the way places interesting and

picturesque places to visit just so that we

could find the nearby caches. Before our

holidays I would run pocket queries so that I

knew where the caches were near the places

we wanted to visit. It was during one of our

holidays that we encountered a most excellent

cache. It is located on a small island at the top

of Anglesey. The cache is called Mini Island

(GC1BZ5D), the island in question can be cut

Fydlyn

A Found, a loss and Found again
By Andy Ward (starbug67)
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little geodog. We already had a holiday

booked in North Wales at the time and so

with heavy hearts just 5 weeks after we had

lost him we set off on what should have been

another happy holiday. As a nod to our

departed friend we decided to revisit the Mini

Island cache. This time both of us made the

climb to the top and with us we had our

missing friends favourite toy. A fitting way to

say a final farewell to our geohound whose

never give in attitude and love of walking had

given us a reason to start geocaching in the

first place.

So a big thanks to Oscar (2003-2013) who

started us on our geocaching journey, and

without who we would never have travelled to

this great cache. We are not prolific

geocachers but there are many wonderful

places we would never have seen if not for

our quest to find the little containers hidden

like minded people.

But this isn’t the end of the story, as we now

have two geodogs who accompany us on our

geocaching trips and hopefully we will soon

be able to take them to visit the Mini Island

to walk in their predecessors’ paw prints.

off by the tide, so timing your visit is advised.

The walk down to the small bay is across a

field occupied by sheep, and many rabbits

can be seen along the edge of the field and

on into the wooded area to the right. A walk

up the rise on the left reveals a old building

(seen in the above picture) to explore and

some spectacular views of the island and

beyond. The views from the island are

wonderful, the cache is well hidden, and the

climb up the slope onto the island is a

challenge.

Unfortunately, due to the legacy of his illness,

our geodog (by now he had his own “Log my

dog” trackable tag) was unable to make the

climb with me and had to remain on the

beach below with my wife, pre illness he

would have easily beaten me up the climb

and found many sniffs to investigate whilst I

sorted out cache business. Needless to say

that this cache was marked as a favourite,

and despite not being able to get onto the

island itself our little friend enjoyed the walk

there and back, got to see some sheep, paddle

in the sea, sniff seaweed and sheep poo and

generally have a doggy good time.

Sadly, in 2013 at the age of just 10, we lost 

Fydlyn Island and area. Oscar bottom left.
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Geocaching can get you into some very

strange situations. The most unexpected

situation I found myself in as a result of

geocaching actually took place in my living

room one Friday in early May 2019. I was

settling down to watch a film with the family,

when I noticed that I had a message on my

phone from someone I didn’t know. The

mystery was soon solved when I read the

message – it was from the daughter of a local

geocacher. Apparently, he would shortly be

celebrating a significant birthday, and his

family were planning a surprise party for

him, but needed to get him out of the house

while they set the party up and this was where

they wanted my help – could I please take him

out geocaching? In return, my family were

invited to his party and I was welcome to

invite his other geocaching friends too.

Inviting other people to the party was easy,

but asking him out caching was going to be

awkward. You know how it is – you go to

caching events and quite often end up

chatting quite happily to people, and on your

way home realise you didn’t get round to

asking them their name! Or is that just me?!

Clearly this wasn’t the case with Grobo59 as I

knew both his caching name and his real

name. Like many other cachers in the area,

we had met at many local events – we chatted,

swapped tips, exchanged emails about DNFs.

At one point, I was inspired to create a

fiendish puzzle cache to specifically thwart

him in his habit of signing caches before they

were published (by spotting clues in careless

The most surprising
Geocaching Birthday

A story by Mathsnut

Entering the pillbox

talk on social media) and which he then

responded to with his own puzzle cache,

highlighting that we were both fans of the

same detective mystery author. But I had

never actually asked him out caching, and it

seemed a little inappropriate and awkward to

suddenly ask him out now without arousing

suspicion. After all, we’re both married! Sadly,

it was also too short notice to host a caching

event. With only 8 days to go until his

birthday, I really wasn’t sure how I could

achieve it.

My first idea was to get someone else to invite

Grobo out. There was a group of local cachers

who I knew cached together, but it was too

short notice for them and some of them
13



but it didn’t look like it would take very long

(it was indeed a lot of fun when we went to

find it as my birthday treat instead). As

VangeRover couldn’t make it to the group

outing, and he had lots more finds than the

rest of us, I asked him for suggestions. One of

his recommendations was about 45 minutes

drive away, involved a 2km walk to reach GZ,

had other caches nearby so the walk could be

extended, was owned by a CO who we knew

placed good caches, 45% of finders gave it

favourite points and it had a terrain rating of

4.5 – perfect. There was even a convenient car

park where we could all meet. The plan was

coming together. 

Now came the crucial step – persuading

Grobo to come without getting suspicious. I

spent quite a while trying to work out the

timing – not so early that we would be

finished too soon, and not so late that he

would miss his party – and finally I put the

invitation online: 1.30pm at East End Road, to

find GC7E95C, Are You Afraid Of The Dark?

had other plans.  There were guys who were

friendly with him, who might be persuaded to

go that day – when I contacted them, they

were all keen to join in, but sadly no one

appeared in the slightest way inclined to

actually arrange it. So I had to get my

thinking cap on again. The best solution

seemed to be to arrange an outing through

our local online caching group, and then

make sure that Grobo couldn’t resist coming.

To achieve this, I needed to find the right

cache or caches - something that he hadn’t

already found but with high novelty value. His

family wanted him out of the house for

several hours, but back in time for the party,

which made it even more challenging – a

long series or with some travel, but not where

traffic might delay him getting home.

I looked at a couple in Kent, but I was worried

about the traffic at the Dartford Crossing.

VangeRover, another local caching friend,

had previously recommended a fun cache

involving water and possibly a step ladder,

Grobo wraps bin bags around his legs
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assortment  of rubble on the ground, hence

the high terrain rating. But all of this

information is in the cache description, so we

had all brought our own solutions and this

was where the adventure became really

interesting. As I hate getting my feet wet, I had

specially ordered some waders for this outing,

and brought my husband and son along.

MiniMaths is a flexible teenager who loves to

show off his ability to get into very small

spaces, and was more than willing to try out

the waders. Eagerly, he clambered through

the rather small entrance with a torch, while

everyone else was still getting equipped. Most

of us watched him through the window

(taking advantage of the group outing to avoid

going inside) and highlighted the cache with

additional torches. Meanwhile, an intrepid

few were adopting an interesting variety of

solutions. TwoJays2 and Shine_On went for

the simple solution of wellies and waterproof

trousers. CatalinaCrawford had opted for

wellies and shorts. Grobo was particularly

Conveniently, Happileigh had just shared a

memory of a boat trip to Kent we had taken

together the year before which provided the

prompt for another group caching outing,

and we quickly tagged lots of people even

though we knew some of them couldn’t come.

I found out later that Grobo had been sat with

his wife and daughter when he read it.

Apparently he was immediately interested,

but wasn’t sure if he was allowed out.

Following the plan, they immediately assured

him that they were busy and he should treat

himself for his birthday, and so he agreed to

come, but he didn’t mention that it was his

birthday, so of course we didn’t either.

Thankfully, when the day arrived, the sky was

blue – there was no risk of him pulling out.

By 2pm, more than a dozen of us had

gathered in the car park, equipped with a

curious assortment of clothing and TOTTs,

and ready to go. We even remembered not to

wish Grobo a happy birthday. Gilly-Bean, a

local CO, had joined us and happily directed

us to a couple of caches along the path

towards the church. The Chapel of St Peter-

On-The-Wall is an ancient Saxon chapel and

one of the oldest churches in England (it was

built in 654AD by St Cedd and is still in use

today). Nearby are ruins of Roman structures

and a wonderful view over the marshes to the

sea. We took the opportunity to have a look

around and get the information for the

EarthCache then carried on to our goal,

walking along St Peter’s Way, which runs

along the seawall around the Dengie

Peninsula. The cache itself was placed by

NathanJHunt, and is inside a WWII pillbox.

As the pillbox is built into the seawall, it has

water in it of varying depths and definitely

not appealing looking, and there is also an
15
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creative – he was wearing shorts and foam

clog shoes. We watched in amazement as he

put each foot into a bin bag and then

wrapped gaffer tape around the bags to hold

them over his calves. CatalinaCrawford eyed

the rather high water level inside the pillbox

apprehensively, and then looked at Grobo’s

tape. “Can I use some of that?” he asked.

Horrified, we watched him use it to tape his

wellies onto his bare legs! Kitted out, the

chaps proceeded to clamber through the gap

into the pillbox. By this time, MiniMaths had

already extracted the log and passed it

through the window for us to sign for

everyone, replaced it and climbed back out,

which helped to free up space inside for the

others. Honour satisfied and photographs

taken, everyone then came back out and

removed their protective gear. If you are

interested in the results of the experiment –

waders worked perfectly, wellies and

waterproof trousers were pretty good, the bin

bags let water in (but at least he could dry off

on the walk back) and CatalinaCrawford kept

dry but everybody winced in sympathy when

he removed the tape and a certain amount of

hair! He was very brave though.

We were all having fun, but checking my

watch I saw there was a risk of Grobo getting

home too early, so I proposed walking on to

the next cache. Happileigh and Gilly-Bean

chose to turn back (which proved to be a wise

decision), but everyone else was happy to

carry on, and we walked the 1km in the

shelter of the seawall, chatting (and drying

off, in some cases). It didn’t take us long to

find it when we reached GZ, and then we

headed back the way we had come. This was

when we had a horrible shock – an ominous

bank of grey clouds had rolled in to obliterate

the previously clear blue sky. By the time we

reached the pillbox, it had turned very dark

and our optimistic spring clothing felt totally

inadequate. Astonishingly, we were

bombarded with sizeable hailstones and rain

for a good five minutes, with nowhere to

shelter. The chapel was just visible through

the gloom, but by the time we reached it, the

downpour had stopped and suddenly the sky

was blue again. Having dried off after going

in the pillbox, we were now all thoroughly

drenched. We returned to our cars cheerful,

but eager to get home, and trying to work out

how to get in our cars without making the

seats too wet. I was glad for a collection of old

towels in the back of the car, but Grobo

surprised everyone by removing his shirt and

driving home topless. I realised that this

might cause a problem when he walked
16
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had managed to avoid talking about it all

afternoon, so he had no idea that we knew it

was his birthday and definitely wasn’t

expecting us. Only then did he realise that we

had been in on the secret all along. We all

enjoyed a fabulous BBQ, very well catered for

by Grobo’s lovely wife and family, and really

enjoyed getting to know them all. It was a

birthday which I am sure he will never forget.

With thanks to VangeRover, Gilly-Bean,

BTL101092, Happileigh, CatalinaCrawford,

Camping Wallies, TwoJays2, Shine_On,

NathanJHunt, Mr. Maths and MiniMaths for

their assistance in this escapade, and to

Grobo59 for giving us the excuse.

unknowingly into a house full of party guests,

so I sent a quick message to his family to let

them know and give them an ETA. I believe

he was rather surprised to be greeted by his

wife with a t-shirt which she insisted he put

on before heading into the kitchen where his

guests were waiting. We had the luxury of

having hot showers – I did feel rather bad

that Grobo wouldn’t.

About an hour later, we were in dry clothes

and outside Grobo’s house for a caching first

for me – a completely non-caching event with

caching friends. It was definitely the best

moment of the day when we walked up to

Grobo and wished him happy birthday. We

BYOP

TNLN

TFTC

BOT

BOP

MTT

TOTT

NA

NM

ICT

ICP

DNF

GZ

PAF
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Know your acronyms
Acronyms are a common feature for cachers, but how many of the

acronyms below do you know?

Turn to page 36 for the answers -  how well did you do?



Less than two years to go - will we be ready?   Of course we will. 
Will we be able to put on a great show for you all? Well, that’s
partly up to you - you can help us.

SHOP NOW!

Come and join our gang on Facebook, follow our tweets, and come visit our online shop. 

Become a Founder Member - vital support right when we need it at the start
Get a commemorative mug - GAGB & Mega 2022, whichever way you look at it!
Caching supplies - we also have lanyards, pens and camo bags
Make a £1 donation
Support us on Easyfundraising

Of course we’ll add more to this shop over time - but help us out right now by
wiping us out of stock.  Make our volunteer team work for their, uh, time?  Well,
make them work anyway - they’ll love it!

Come shop with us: 
https://mega2022.org.uk/Shop
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Once upon a time, a long time ago, before

smartphones had been invented there was a

father and daughter duo who were

introduced to a hobby called ‘Geocaching’ by

a dear friend, CaptainNavi.

Now unfortunately, at this stage DrDnMe

were very poor and could not afford a GPS

like their friend. Alas, they were able to use

the old fashioned method of map and

compass in order to enjoy this new hobby.

One day ‘Me’ was very excited to discover a

new multi cache in the next village along.

They had never completed a multi cache

before and this one was a short route, visiting

a series of historic buildings in the town to

gain some numbers for the Dewey number

and then you head to the posted coordinates

in the Cranbrook Public Library. On the cache

page was the following message:

'It is IN this building that you will find the
cache. The cache is within ONE of the books
on ONE of the shelves. This cache has been
placed with the enthusiastic permission of the
Head Librarian.’

What fun they thought. So they jumped in the

car. Once in Cranbrook they simply could not

make the co-ordinates work with the map,

neither could they find any of the historic

building that had been mentioned, to get

them started. That’s strange they thought, we

know this area quite well…..

“I know, ‘Me’, shall we cheat” suggested DrD

The curse of
‘SSHH! Huey, Dewey, and Louie!’
A story by DrDnMe

DrDnMe at their 10,000th find
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to their friend’s house to see if he could

suggest where they might have gone wrong.

He loaded up his computer and ‘Me’ showed

him the cache GC18WK2, to see whether they

had missed a vital clue - they had!

CaptainNavi howled and howled with laughter

before he was able to point out their mistake.

They had spent the afternoon in Cranbrook

Library, Kent, ENGLAND whereas the real

cache was "over the pond", in Canada! Oh

dear, you don't win them all. And yes boys

and girls, DrDnMe is my Dad and I, what a

silly pair we are.

This story never ceases to make us chuckle

when we drive past the library, despite the

fact it happened in 2008, 12 years ago. NB We

now own a GPS!!!!! ......and, DrDnMe have

never shown their faces in that library again.

bravely. So it was decided. They entered the

library and waited patiently for people to

disperse so they had the reference section to

themselves. Luckily it was only a small

section. Throughout the afternoon, one by

one DrDnMe took EVERY book off the shelf

within the reference section. They flipped

through the pages to check whether the cache

was hidden inside, then dutifully they put it

back and took the next book, working their

way systematically along the shelves. They

were not concerned when the Librarian took

an interest in their actions because "she

was in on it", the cache owner had said so.

However, after a couple of hours of checking

each and every book, they left the library with

nothing to show for their endeavours.

Once they returned home they went straight.

Out caching... but not in a library this time!Every book was checked
20
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Both Guides and Scouts now have a Geocaching badge, and that leads to lots of questions from

leaders who have never cached, but have a Guide/Scout who would like to do the caching badge,

or who would like to take their unit caching.

This guide to caching with Guides/Scouts has been put together following asking leaders “what

do you want to know about caching?” and to Guiders and Scouters who already cache “what info

would you like to share?” You can find the full list of questions and answers on our brand new

webpage.

Apologies now to all Scouters, as a Guide leader for over 15 years (and nearly 30 years in

Guiding) there is a slight bias towards Guiding with the terminology, but the principals are the

same!

Geocaching with
Guides & Scouts

By Jennthefunkyranger

My unit wants to go out caching, how do we do this?

You need at least one phone with an app, or GPS. If you have more than one to go round

then that means more than one Guide/Scout can be directing the others at the same time.

You could also advise the parents in advance what app they can download, so if they are

happy for their child to use their own phone they can do so.

Look at where you are going. If you have a park with several caches this may be better than

town centre caching. You are also more likely to find larger caches in a park or rural area

than in a town centre.

A classic hide
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Think about your group size. In busy areas (with lots of muggles, as non-cachers are known),

stealth is really important; if you have a large unit all hunting in the same bush then stealth

becomes virtually impossible. A large group also means that each child has less chance of

finding something, which could take the fun away. A few smaller groups would solve this.

When you find the cache you need to sign the log book. Especially if the log book is small,

everyone’s name will fill it up quickly, so think about signing with your unit name, or a team

name of your choice. If the Guides/Scouts (and leaders, of course!) then log the cache online,

mention in your log what it was signed as.

Remember to hide the cache back exactly where it was, and if there was any camo on top, like

a pile of sticks, put these back too.

Most UK service stations have a cache hidden somewhere in the grounds, usually in the trees

away from the building. If you are on a long coach trip, and have a service station stop, you

could take your unit to find the cache there as a good way of stretching out everyone’s legs. I

found a few service station caches, including one in France, on a unit trip to Disneyland that

way!

Searching for a cache Which side of the bridge is it under?
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For the badge we need to place a cache, how do we do this?

If you want to set an official cache, you will need an account. Remember that with an account

you also get access to the messaging centre, meaning anyone can contact you, from a safe

from harm perspective it would therefore be wise to have a unit account that the Guide /

Scout can use to publish their cache, so that any messages that you receive go to you, rather

than a child. If the Guide/Scout is from a caching family, of course there is no reason they

can’t use the account they normally use.

Remember maintenance! All caches must have a lifespan of at least 6 months – is the

Guide/Scout going to keep up the maintenance for this time at least? This isn’t covered in

either badge, but is a requirement of Geocaching.com. There is concern from cachers about

Guide/Scout caches being put out so that they can get the badge, then being forgotten about.

These then end up being not maintained which is frustrating for the caching community,

and eventually will be archived by the reviewer, becoming geo-litter. Having the cache under

a unit account does also meant that you can then keep an eye out for any maintenance

issues.

Cachers love a clever cache. You don’t have to go out and buy fancy containers, they can be

made from things you have around the home. For Guides, how about combining this with the

Upcycling badge? Make sure what you do use is sturdy, as it is going to be outside exposed to

the elements, and also waterproof.

Before you consider publishing a cache, this webpage contains handy information you need

to consider first: https://www.gagb.org.uk/hide-a-geocache.php

You could also consider seeing if your local campsite would allow you to set the caches there,

you could provide the details for other site users, but they wouldn’t need then to be

published.

I still have no idea where to start, can you provide extra help?

Cachers are a friendly bunch, who love to share their hobby with others! Most areas have a

local caching Facebook group, so you could ask there if there are any local cachers who

would be willing to come and help your unit get started. 

Many cachers are Guiders and Scouters so you’ve even got quite a high chance of someone

coming to help who is DBS checked.

If you are not very familiar with geocaching, you can find some answers to questions

covering the basics here.
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Reminder -
GAGB Committee Elections

All GAGB members are eligible, and
encouraged, to participate (stand, nominate
or vote) in this year’s GAGB elections. As long
as you are an ‘active’ member (i.e. you have
interacted with us at some point in the last
three years), you will receive a ballot to your
registered email. Inactive members can
request one even after that. More details and
rules will be posted on the forum.

There will be two elections: one for the
position of Chair, and one for the eight
Committee Member posts.

Each candidate needs to be 18 or over, and
nominations must be made in the relevant
thread in the GAGB forum during the
advertised nomination period. Each
nomination must be seconded and accepted
by the nominee within that same period in
order to be valid. Where nominations exceed
vacancies, election shall be by ballot and will
be run by Michael Malvick (Ladybug Kids),
who is returning as our Independent
Returning Officer (IRO).

SurveyHero.com is used to generate the
ballot. This streamlines ballot counting and
adds a layer of confidentiality between the
IRO and those who vote.

Please make sure your e-mail address on the
GAGB forum is current.

The IRO will make an announcement in the
GAGB forums after the e-mails have gone out
so you can check your spam filter, in case
you don’t receive the link to the ballot. The
IRO may also send reminder and
announcement emails.

Nominations open: start of day Monday
November 2nd 2020
Nominations close: end of day Friday
November 6th 2020 (5 days)
Manifesto sent to IRO by the end of Saturday
November 7th 2020
Q&A runs all day November 8th-11th (4
days)
Voting starts: start of day Thursday
November 12th 2020
Voting ends: end of day Sunday November
15th 2019 (4 days)

Chair election (2 year term)

Nominations open: start of day Monday
November 16th 2020
Nominations close: end of day Friday
November 20th 2020 (5 days)
Manifesto sent to IRO by the end of Saturday
November 21st 2020
Q&A runs all day November 22nd-25th (4
days)
Voting starts: start of day Thursday
November 26th 2020
Voting ends: end of day Sunday November
29th 2020 (4 days)

Committee election (8 posts, 1 year term)

Please also visit the GAGB forums to keep up
to date with all the election news and follow us
on our Facebook Page and Twitter for updates
and announcements.

We encourage you to consider standing.
Check out the next page for more
information, including committee roles.
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Chair: responsible for leading the GAGB

committee, planning and chairing

meetings, helping the rest of the

committee when required, and anything

else in between. 

Vice-Chair: responsible for assisting the

Chair with their duties, as the Chair sees

fit.

Treasurer: keeps the accounts in order,

and submits a statement of accounts for

the previous financial year (ending 30th

September) by the end of October. 

Secretary: writes and circulates the

minutes. An administrative role.

GLAD Enquiries: respond to enquiries

from our voicemail and email systems

from people who have found a cache on

their land, and help to resolve the dispute.

It’s an important and varied role and you

get to talk to all sorts of people.

General Enquiries: listen to voicemails or

read and respond to queries that are not

from landowners. These could include a

cache that had been found by a member

GAGB is only ever what we make of it – we

can always do so much more. Take a look

through these potential jobs and see if you

fancy any of them. Please consider standing,

and feel free to contact any of the incumbent

committee members with any questions.

Main roles: 

Public-facing roles:

Social Media & Communications: manage

the GAGB’s social media accounts;

frequently post on Facebook, Twitter and

Instagram. This is a key way to talk to and

interact with our members on a regular

basis. This role can involve writing and

sending out the GAGB’s monthly

newsletter.

Seeker Editor & Publisher: responsible for

sourcing (and writing) content that is

useful, interesting, and entertaining. The

publisher is in charge of getting the layout

right and making Seeker presentable. The

Editor and Publisher can be the same

person, or different people.

Friends Coordinator: leads our GAGB

Friends. Responsible for involving the

Friends in GAGB campaigns, activities and

events and making best use of their skills,

eagerness, and helpfulness.

GLAD Database Manager: reviews the

database of landowner agreements, spots

problems, creates digital maps, and

documents any new agreements or

changes that come in. It also involves

coordinating with the Groundspeak wiki

and reviewers.  Some simple HTML skills

of the public, a new geocacher seeking

help, or the media.  For example, in the

past Countryfile, Radio 2, Border TV, and

others have asked for contacts and we’ve

put them in touch with geocachers in the

right area. This is an exciting role for a

friendly communicator.

Back-office roles:

GAGB NEEDS YOUR HELP!
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Webmaster: make sure pages display

properly, fix any technical issues, and

continually tweak the site to make it ever-

better. If you know PHP, HTML5,

Mailchimp or vBulletin (or are eager to

learn), this is the job for you!

Shop Manager: managing stock, sending

out orders, and leading the effort to

expand stock i.e. creating new

promotional products. It is important to

get the orders correct and promptly sent

out. With between 3-7 orders a month,

this won’t be sweeping you off your feet!

Membership Benefits Secretary: reach

out to external companies to get

discounts for our members, freebies to

help fundraising and sell advertising

spots. In 2019/20, the Membership

Benefits Secretary also managed and

updated the GAGB's brand new

geocaching media archive.

New Members Admin: a shared role that

is usually held by several people, this is

where we catch spammers and fakes!

Both Facebook and the website have new

member requests and responding to

them promptly is important. It’s a nice

and simple daily ‘add-on’ role to have.

GAGB Roving Events: these are well-liked,

and provide a chance for attendees to

learn about what the GAGB does and tell

us what they would like us to do! Fingers

Other things we like to do:

Fundraising: the GAGB often has a stall at

larger events, and we need committee

members to run it.

Meetings

We have online meetings, usually one per

month, that tend to take place in the evening.

The committee communicate between

meetings using the forum and Facebook

Messenger.

Time commitment

This greatly depends on the role. Some

require a daily commitment, whereas others

can range from every few days to every week.

There might be more to do at certain times of

the year. On average, you can expect to spend

a total of one to two hours per week on GAGB

matters. It is common for committee

members to help each other out and work as

a team to get things done.

Summary

You’ll notice that we have more roles than the

eight places on the committee! In the past, we

have often doubled-up and shared roles. The

Chair, and maybe even some GAGB Friends,

will pick up tasks that none of the eight

committee members can handle.

If you’d like to help then please get in touch, if

you’d like to take on a role then please do

stand, and if you think we are doing it all

wrong then please stand and help us get it

right!

are (ideally) needed to edit and create

the agreements, but in the main it’s a job

for someone who is organised and likes

things to be ordered, sorted, and clear.

crossed that the GAGB will be able to

organise roving events again in 2021!
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the UK Megas earlier, previously we supplied
something for their supporter’s packs which
is what we did for Sussex 2020 this year.  I
have been liaising with all the UK Megas to
help to decide what the GAGB could purchase
for the Mega events that they could sell on
their online shops. For Lincolnshire 2021 we
purchased some water bottles, the West
Midlands 2022 some mugs and for London
Calling some bags.  This means that they can
get some seed money early and reinvest their
profits, it is difficult to get monies early for
their venue deposit and to start to produce
geocoins and clothing etc.

As well as responding to some emails I have
mainly been involved with the website. Fixing
some problems that have arisen with
Mailchimp and the forum.  But our main
mission this year was to update the website, it
needed to be redesigned for mobile and
tablet use.  The whole website team Matt,
Arthur and myself have been busy
redesigning all our website pages as well as
adding more pages, making them more
readable, and easier to use and usable with a
phone .  We were significantly helped by
Chris Carpenter a GAGB friend who has
vigorously tested our work and suggested
many improvements.

Sadly this will be my last year as GAGB Chair,
I will not stand in this year’s Chair 

How time flies, this is my fifth year as GAGB

Chair and this year the committee worked

very well together, everyone contributing and

working as a team.  The committee year

started as usual and the GAGB attended and

held a few events.  In October I attended a

GAGB roving event at the Cotswold Water

park that was very well attended and

explained Geocaching to a couple of

muggles. One family were so interested they

went out to find some of the nearby caches

in the park.  The GAGB was invited to the

Yorkshire Fayre in November where we had

our map game and a great time was had by

all with all the geocaches and games.  It was

great to meet geocachers from all over the

UK.  In January we held another GAGB Start

the Year event that I organised which was

well attended and I gave out the prizes to the

GAGB trackable race.  Then sadly Covid 19

happened and sadly no more events.  I really

missed this summer’s Mega events,

Piratemania and the Sussex annual UK Mega

were cancelled.  This is where the GAGB

normally raise most of their funds and

where I meet so many geocachers from

around the world and meet up with

Geocaching friends and GAGB members.

This year the committee decided to sponsor

of the Chair, Secretary and 

Members of the Committee

GAGB Annual Report
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elections, and it is time for someone new to

take forward their own ideas and to develop

the GAGB to promote geocaching in the UK.  I

will put my name forward for the committee

to support the new Chair.  Let’s hope next

year we will be able to meet up at geocaching

events and hold our annual GAGB CITO

which sadly could not happen this year.  Stay

Safe everyone and happy caching.

Eleven committee meetings have been held

online in the 2019/20 term of office: Dec, Jan,

Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Jul, Aug, Sep, Oct.

This year’s meetings have been a roughly

equal mix of practical topics with long-term

plans.

Between meetings, we have discussions in

the GAGB Committee forum and any

decisions made there are then recorded in

the minutes of the next online meeting. The

members of the committee this year were,

with attendance of meetings shown:

Sharon Reid (sharant) - Chair - 11 

Arthur Griffiths (Griff Grof) – 11 

Caz Turver (Border Caz) – 11

Jenn Hill (Jennthefunkyranger) - 11 

Mel Read (Moira Crackers) - 10

Dominic Murray (Geocaching Womble) - 10 

Matt Faulkner Collins (maattmoo) - 10

Richard Tucker (richt2000) – 9 

Debby Young (happygirlie) - 1 (out of 2)

Contact with the public 
The GAGB have a telephone number & an 

Telephone enquiries: 22 (up from 17)
Email enquiries: 92 (down from 97)
Enquiries sent to social media account
inboxes: 24 (down from 38) 

Landowner complaints: 11 
Landowners requests for help: 2 
New or renewal of agreements: 4 
Media enquiries: 4 
General enquiry - existing cacher: 16
Permission enquiry - existing cacher: 7 
General enquiry - new cacher: 8 
Public - found ‘stray’ geocache: 5 
Public - other: 10 
GAGB Friends: 2 
Membership: 4 
Website or login issues: 5 
Social media: 2 
Seeker or newsletter: 12 
Events or Megas: 4 
Media archive: 10 
Other: 17
Spam: 9 

Membership +163 new members
Total Membership: 2,001 active members
Land agreements: 191 (+18) 
Facebook: 2,019 likes, 2,161 followers
Twitter Followers: 2,160 
Instagram Followers: 367 
Website hits: 14,296 unique visits/month
Website page hits per month: 143,776 

email address where members of the public
or geocachers can contact us. Messages can
also be sent to our inboxes on social media.
From 1 November 2019 to the time of writing
(late October 2020) we have received the
following:

These can be categorised as: 

Key GAGB Statistics
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My fifth year on the GAGB committee has

flown by. I took on the role of Vice-Chair,

which involved supporting and assisting

Sharon across the board when necessary.

Some of my responsibilities have included

producing a list of actions following each

meeting, encouraging committee members

to complete their actions, and helping to

prepare agendas. In addition, I served as

Acting Chair during August’s meeting, wrote

the minutes on two occasions, and

responded to a number of enquiries

throughout the year.

I have also continued to serve as social

media lead, posting and sharing the vast

majority of the GAGB’s content on Facebook,

Twitter and Instagram. A range of content

has been shared on a frequent basis – from

GAGB and geocaching news, to entertaining

and interesting posts for cachers old and

new. We have seen up to a 191% increase in

the number of people who view our posts

and a 85% increase in post engagement. The

GAGB account has been used to respond to

many comments on Facebook, providing

help and advice when newbies need it most.

As a member of the website sub-committee, I

have played a key role in developing the

GAGB’s new website, which will be live by the

time you read this. I have authored four new

pages (producing several worksheets for the

education page), rewritten two existing

pages, and created two further pages.

Additionally, I have rectified dozens of

errors.
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Arthur Griffiths 
Griff Grof ~ Vice-Chair 

This was the second year that I have worked
on Seeker. I spent a lot of time designing and
laying out each issue, always contributing
some bits and pieces of my own. It was also
my responsibility to email Seeker to our
subscribed members and to post it on our
website a fortnight later. Moreover, I wrote
and sent out the GAGB’s news update each
month.

One of the things that I focussed on most this
year was the GAGB’s story competition, which
I oversaw from its inception. We received a
good number of submissions, all of which
were of an extremely high standard – thanks
to everyone who entered. The competition
even caught the attention of a BBC journalist,
who was sent the submitted stories to form
the basis of an article about the joys of
geocaching.

In order to fulfil the other promises in my
manifesto, I wrote a guide for GAGB Friends
on how to host a roving event (which will be
shared once events can be published again),
increased inclusivity by making it easier to
become a Friend and wrote the original text
for three pull-up banners that will be
displayed at introductory events. Finally, I am
proud to have been part of the committee
that has offered more support than ever to
the upcoming Mega events – some great
sponsored items are available to order from
their stores!

It has been an honour to have served on the
committee for another year; I have
thoroughly enjoyed it. Thank you to my fellow
committee members, and to everyone who
has continued to support the GAGB. Stay safe.



Firstly, I would like to thank everybody who

voted for me last year so that I could stay on

the GAGB executive committee and continue

in my role of Treasurer, albeit in a year that

has been unlike any other we have known

due to the Coronavirus effect!

Everything started off as normal; I attended

the GAGB Cotswold Water Park event in

October, the Yorkshire Christmas Fayre

event at the end of November and the GAGB

Start the Year event at Yarnfield in January,

at these we raised some funds with games

and sales from our shop. Then it all stopped.

I had arranged a combined Geocaching

Community Celebration & GAGB roving

event for 21st March at a local (to me) cafe

in a lovely area but sadly all cafes were

ordered to be closed, so that was that – and

has been ever since. I hope to re-arrange

this for next spring, but who knows whether

that will be possible?

Sadly, as you all know, the annual UK Mega

in Sussex and Piratemania Mega summer

events also had to be cancelled, which was

such a shame for the organisers who had

put so much time and hard work in to

planning and arranging them. These are the

events at which we usually raise most funds,

from shop sales and our ever popular Map

treasure hunt game, but hopefully the loss of

income should not affect our financial

planning too significantly.

Online shop sales have gone well, although

the CV effect meant that our clothing 

suppliers ceased operations and aren't up
and running again yet. A new line of cloth
badges has been added and our geocoins,
dog tags and other items continue to sell.

I have been in attendance at all Committee
meetings and arranged for designs and
quotes for our planned new National Parks
series 2020 geocoin – but sadly Coronavirus
kicked that into touch. I arranged for all the
profits from the Racing Hounds tag sales to
be paid to the Sussex Mega team and sorted
out the GAGB sponsored pens and badges for
their supporters' packs; also the sponsored
items for other future Mega teams – water
bottles for Lincolnshire 2021, bags for
London Calling, mugs for West Midlands
2022, to help in their fundraising.

Our social media presence is increasing and
I have helped by posting items of interest to
all the Shropshire and North Wales Facebook
groups, as well as answering queries on our
own GAGB page and in other groups. I have
also been responsible for approving new
members for the GAGB group and have made
a few contributions to the GAGB's Seeker
magazine.
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Caz Turver 

Mel Read 

Border Caz ~Treasurer 

Moira Crackers ~ Secretary/Shop

This year has been very different with Covid-
19.  I have enjoyed my role with GAGB as
Shop Manager and then later taking on the
role of Secretary, which was mainly writing
the minutes up of the Committee meetings.  I
do like attending events to get us better
known, which we did at the start of the
committee year, but then all events ceased 



due to Covid.  I have managed the online

shop checking orders, preparing and posting

out.  It has been an exceedingly difficult year

for so many, as a lot of companies had to

close due to government guidelines which left

us unable to do the clothing.  During the past

week I have been notified that the company

we use for the clothing orders have in fact

ceased trading and have become a victim of

Covid-19, they have been acquired by a larger

company who have taken it over, they have

our art work on file and are ready to go. 

 Sales have been limited this year due to the

lack of meets and events.  The main annual

Mega is a big event for us and due to this

being cancelled along with many other events

it has been a quiet year. I have reached out to

a few posts on social media asking for help

and either managed to help over chat with

problems, how to use the app on the phone,

how to download offline caches and basic

little things. I really was looking forward

though to getting newbies off the ground, it

was my intention and I managed to source a

couple of second-hand GPS's to use with

introductions to geocaching in the future. I

had a large introduction event planned for

February but due to bad weather and severe

storms this was cancelled and was hoping to

hold it later in the year but then Covid-19

arrived and the country went into lockdown

and social distancing so all plans had to be

put on hold.  We hope the next year is

brighter and events can start to be planned if

and when government guidelines allow, but I

wish most of all, for you to Stay Safe.

for all landowner agreements, land owner
contacts and questions about permissions
throughout 2019/2020. Pre Covid-19, I
contacted 164 councils and Unitary
authorities across the length and breadth of
the country. As a result of this contact, I was
able to add 18 new agreements. Only 4
councils replied with a "No we don't want
geocaching in our parks and open spaces.
Dialog was opened with many councils and
the majority were positive. These dialogs
stopped due to Covid-19 when a decision was
made to stop contacting the councils as they
had other priorities.

During the year I responded to all questions,
calls and contacts about land owners,
permissions, geocaches placed without
permission. This averaged a couple every
month with a couple every week during July
and August.

Each contact was resolved to the land owners
satisfaction. Sometimes this involved
archiving the geocaches, sometimes this
involved re-siting the geocaches. In some
cases, the land owners were just members of
the public finding a geocache in their
fenceline, other times, the land owner owned
thousands of acres and wanted to know the
locations of the geocaches on their land. This
involved complex discussions with multiple
cache owners and the land owner to ensure
that the landowner was happy and the
geocaches were able to remain in place. I
always acted as the liaison between the
members of the public and the geocache
owner and reviewers.

A number of geocache agreements were up
for renewal this year including
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Richard Tucker 
richt2000 ~ GLAD Manager

As the GLAD Manager, I was responsible 



Forestry Scotland and Forestry England (New

Forest). Both were renewed with added Covid-

19 wording where requested by the land

owner. Aside from the GLAD manager role, I

have written a number of articles for Seeker

and attended all but 2 of the committee

meetings where personal commitments and

holidays permitting.

This has been my first year on the GAGB

committee as one of the two newcomers, but

hopefully not my last, as a lot of it for me

has been time to find my feet. I have been

the editor for Seeker for the year, and it has

been a very challenging year to find articles,

with the Coronvirus crisis causing many

people to put their caching activities on hold.

However I have worked with this, and

produced articles for us to be able to

produce several issues of Seeker. I would like

to say thank you to Arthur (Griff Grof) who

was editor previously, and now publishes

Seeker, for his assistance.

Linked with my work on Seeker, I have also

started a file of “stock” photos for us to use

in Seeker, and across other publications –

please continue to send these into

editor@gagb.org.uk if you’d like to see your

images used across our work.

I attended our start of the year roving event,

a very successful Makers Madness event in

North Staffordshire, however with events all

being cancelled shortly after because of

coronavirus, I have been unable to attend

any of the mega events that the GAGB 

would normally would be present at.

I hope to be re-elected so that I can continue
with the work I have done regarding Seeker
and caching within youth groups, as well as
chance to experience life as GAGB committee
under more “normal” circumstances
(hopefully!)
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Jenn Hill
Jennthefunkyranger ~ Editor

This year was my first being a committee

member and so the term started with me

getting involved with a handful of website

items but mainly learning the ropes.

After getting my head around a handful of

processes I continued to monitor and

mention to the rest of the committee any

errors that occurred and any emails that

needed addressing.

This year we had a handful of link requests

to businesses that the committee felt were

not connected to our wonderful hobby so

were declined. And further declines were

sent to a product reviewing company who

was based and linked to US retailers.

Aside from that I have been supporting the

main team in the website rebrand. They

have made so many positive and impressive

changes and as they were already well

underway before I appeared on the scene, I

took a back seat to their visions so I have

updated just a handful of pages and error

fixing compared to them.

And as many of us have, I and projects have

been impacted by the Covid crisis.

Matt Faulkner Collins 
maattmoo ~ Webmaster 



A school outreach session along with its

significant donation to GAGB has been put on

hold until next year. As to has the Creative

Coast Geotour. I certainly look forward to

getting that back up to speed in spring 2021

and being involved with the launch party.

If re-elected I hope to continue with my

postponed projects, be involved more with

the committee and hopefully meet them for

real this year at an upcoming Mega. And I

look forward to get back to some normality

with caching by arranging regular meets and

walks for my local cachers.
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First of all I would like to thank all those

whom voted for me last year it’s been an

interesting year.

My first task  this year was to split

membership benefits and publicity into 2

separate jobs which was achieved by

January.

My next Task was to attempt to negotiate

discounts with a new provider. I completed

this task just prior to lockdown. I did this by

negotiating a discount with a new hotel

chain (Jurys Inn) which still hasn’t been used

by our members this year there is still  time

to do so please apply.

After the commencement of lockdown I

started a new ongoing project that will be

live at the end of October. It is of course the

new GAGB Geocaching media archive.

Whilst working on this project I gained

permission from a number of other U.K.

Dominic Murray
Geocaching Womble ~ Benefits 

geocaching media outlets and resources. I

have also written the archive disclaimer that

covers the fair use policy of copyright law.

In addition I helped the gagb offer support to

the upcoming mega events. 

I also helped develop some of our new

educational resources packs for geocaching

outreach events.

Appointed Members

The GAGB constitution states that the

Executive Committee is able to delegate tasks

to GAGB members if they wish - once they

accept, these members become 'Appointed

Members'. Appointed Members can take part

in any relevant committee discussions, but

have no voting powers.

This year, there were two Appointed

Members assisting the committee:

Chris Carpenter (Saza36)
Chris was appointed to support the

development of the new GAGB website. He

offered some ideas,  and identified nearly two

hundred errors that the webmasters on the

committee went on to rectify.

Graham Haddock (Grahamthegray)
Graham was appointed to manage GAGB

membership requests on the forum. This was

a role that Graham was familiar with, having

held it for two years whilst on the committee

in the past. 

Graham signed a non-disclosure agreement

at the time of appointment.



They will be published on the GAGB forum in

due course, and a summary will be made

available in the next issue of Seeker.

Thank you 
The committee would like to thank our GAGB

friends and members for their engagement

and ongoing support over the past year. 

Former Committee Members
Debby Young (happygirlie) resigned on

January 20th 2020.

Accounts
GAGB's financial year ended on September

30th. The accounts have been prepared by the

Treasurer, and are currently being audited.
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COMING SOON... 
READ THE REST OF THE STORIES SUBMITTED
FOR OUR COMPETITION:

NEXT SEEKER OUT IN EARLY 2021

'1300 Miles, 6 Old Caches and an Alien' by Pieman 

'That cache: Heaven or hell' by 1d_is_tall

'Geocaching in Sri Lanka' by Wriglee 

'This is a true story’ by philatryewood 

'My way to 81' by Ev1l 81tch 

'Madagascar' by Zarbibird 

'Gallivanting Around Glasgow' by LinguiJosh 

'Kiwi Capers' by Wriglee 



Acronym quiz answers

Click here to visit
the Shop
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BYOP =  Bring Your Own Pen

TNLN = Took Nothing Left Nothing

TFTC = Thanks for the Cache

BOT = Base of Tree

BOP = Base of Post

MTT = Multi Trunk Tree

TOTT = Tools Of The Trade

NA = Needs Archiving

NM = Needs Maintenance

ICT = Ivy Covered Tree

ICP = Ivy Covered Post

DNF = Did not Find

GZ = Ground Zero

PAF = Phone a Friend

For more common (and some less common, or regional) acronyms see
our acronyms page.

https://www.gagb.org.uk/prestashop/
https://www.gagb.org.uk/prestashop/
https://www.gagb.org.uk/prestashop/
https://www.gagb.org.uk/acronyms.php


 All codes are available to GAGB members at: 
www.gagb.org.uk/member-discounts.php 

10% 
off

5% 
off

5% 
off

15% 
off

5% 
off

MEMBER DISCOUNTS

20% 
off

5% 
off

5% 
off10% 

off

5% 
off
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% 
10% 
off

15% 
off

https://www.gagb.org.uk/member-discounts.php
https://www.gagb.org.uk/member-discounts.php
https://www.gagb.org.uk/member-discounts.php

